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A random time change is defined as a map from one function space to another. The continuity 
of this map is investigated. Applications are made to weak limit theorems of random processes, 
random time transformations 
continuous mapping theorems 
weak convergence 
Feller process 
continuous tate branching process 
1. Introduction and definitions 
By transforming the space of sample paths of random processes via a continuous 
transformation, it is often possible to deduce new functional limit theorems from 
older ones. In the first three sections of the present paper we define and investigate 
the continuity of one class of such transformations-corresponding to rbclrdom time 
changes. In the last three sections we discuss various applications. Further appli- 
cations will be given elsewhere. 
Let E be a complete, separable metric space, let ($ be a continuous nonnegative 
function on E, and B be: a closed set in E containing 4’-‘(O). Corresponding to C$ 
and $3 we will introduce a map f=f &,B from the space DE of E-valued right 
continuous functions on [O, 00) wil:h left hand limits everywhere into another space 
#$ of functions on [0, owl) which is defined as follows: Let A be an extra point and 
let every y E D$ be a function from [0, 00) into Eu A with the property that there 
exists a unique “lifetime” lY E [0, 001 such that y(f) = A for t 2 &, y (t + ) = y(t) E E 
for 0 G t < & and y (t - ) exists for 0 < t < 5”. 
Now for x E DE define 
q,=inf{taO:x(t)EB or ~(t--)f293) (1.1) 
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(where inf (fi} = +a) and 
I 
4, 
r, = W4W)). 
0 
?or f <f r, let ~~(1) be determined uniquely by 
Finally define the map f = f4,B by 
X(7x(f)) for 0 s t <: rx, 
fWW = I x&-) for tar, if qx< +W and x(qx--)~B, xhx) for t >rx if qx < +a and x(qx -)H% A for t 25 r, i;F qx = +(x,. 
(1.2) 
(l-3 
(1 l 4) 
Note that each of the four possibilities qx, r, < + 00, qx < r, = + 00, r, < qx = + 00, 
rx =qx = +-a may occur, depending on 4 and on x. The case r, < qx = + 00 will be 
referred to later as exphsion of f(x). In all other cases ME DE. Also note that 
when qx < +W then either x(q, -)EB, J&&B or both, since B is closed and x is 
right conttt nuous. 
‘The object of this paper is to investigate the continuity properties of the map 
f : DE + DE when DE is given the Stone topology [22, 191 and DE is endowed with 
a topology that coincides with the Stone topology on its subsyace DE. Let Cf = 
(x E 13~: f is continuous at x}. If for any random process X = {X(t)) one can prove 
that P[X E CI] = 1, then one can use the continuous mapping theorem [2) to 
translate limit theorems of the type X, + X (in probability, almost surely, wealkly in 
DE) into limit theorems of the type f (X,,)+(X) [24]. 
As a motivation and as a source for the X,-processes above, we give the 
following 
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time in each non-absorbing state 5 is exponentially distributed with parameter 1. 
As tin application of Theorem 1.1 and the continuity theorems below, we will USC 
well-known limit theorems for compound Poisson processes to deduce limit 
theorems for Markov branching processes. These constitute the continuous time 
analogues of the limit theorems for Galton-Watson processes given by Grimvall 
[12], and in particular they allow us to give necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the diffusion approximation of Feller/Jiiina [8, 141 to be valid. 
The random time transformation studied here has also. been applied to semi- 
stable Markov processes by Lamperti [18]. Both for this application and for the 
application to branching processes it is important to find conditions under which f 
transforms Feller processes into Feller processes. This matter is discussed in Section 
5 below (see also Lamperti [ 171). 
In all applications so far of our main result-both in the present paper and in a 
paper to be published on convergence to diffusion-the state space E will be the 
real line. However, the proof of the main result is essentially the same if E = Rk and 
even if E is any complete, separable metric space, so it is desirable to keep this level 
of generality in the formulations. 
In the case ql: = r, = + 00 the definitions (1.1 )-( 1.4) simplify considerably. For this 
case the random time transformation was introduced by Volkonski 1231 (see also 
Dyr,kin 16, Chapter lo]). When qX = r, = +OO it follows from recent results due to 
Whitt 1241 that f : DE +Ip, is continuous at X. However, it seems impossible to 
deduce continuity of 1’ in the other cases from Whitt’s theorems, and all these cases 
occur in the applications mentioned above. 
On the notation: We will reserve the letters X, y, z for functions on E and denote 
points in E by c, 5, etc. Also, for all stochastic processes we will always take the 
smoothest possible versions, in particular versions with sample paths in & or 0; 
whenever possible. 
2. Main results: Continuity of the transformation 
In this section we wilt formulate conditions under which the map f+.~ defined 171 
(l.l)-(1.4) is continuous. To this end we have to give topologies to the cpaces & 
arld Og. As the natural thing to do, we will endow & with the Stone topology, i.e. 
x,, +x in DE iff there exists a sequence (An) c: ,d (the space of continuous. strictly 
increasing functions from (0, a) onto 10, m)) such that as u -+ 0~‘ 
sup (A&)-r[ 4) 
I~~f~d 
(2. I ) 
(2.2) 
Rdinilk~a 2.1. Let the topology of Dg be generated by the system of neighbor- 
hmds 
4k yl= inf max (sup lA(O-tl, sup PW, y(A(I)))}e . 
LSWNIUB 2.2. y,, -+ y in DE if and only if 
lim inf gY, 3 gY 
n-+ao 




(2 l 4) 
(2.5) 
The proof of the lemma is immediate, and it is also easy to see (using well-known 
proper&s of the: Skorokhod topology) that D$ is a separable topological space. 
However, the space can not be metrized. In fact it is not even a Hausdorff space, so 
that limits of sequences are not unique: If y, + y, then y, + ye for all c < 5y, where 
we define y’(t)== y(t) for 0~ t < c, y’(t)= A for t 2 C. Of course in Lemma 2.2 
y,, + y means that y is one limit for the sequence {y,). 
Thus the concept of convergence in 0: is not particularly useful near y E DE 
with & 4: a. Nevertheless one may always define weak convergence P, 3 P for 
Borei measures I’,, P on 0% in the usuaf way by 
for eve-i): rounded continuous functional g on DE. 
Pwof, By the Skorokhad representatior~ thmrerq [3, T’hcorm 3.31 it is easy to SW 
that the continu~w mapping theorem is valid also when the image space of the 
mapping is an arbitrary tq3ologieal space, 
The main advantage with the above topology for Dh is tllst on the subspace of 
non-explosive y’s (Le. those with & = 0~) it coincides with the Stone topology. 
From now on let 4 and B be fixed, To studly the continuity of f =f& we first 
introduce the decomposition 
f=:ohh, (2.6) 
where h fixes the paths when paints of B are reached. and g is the transformation f
restricted to the space Do of functions in WE for which all the points of B are traps. 
Formally 
x(t) for 0s t<q,, 
h(x)(t)== x(qx -) for t aqx if 
x(qx) for taq, if 
where qx is given by (1.1). Furthermore 
D~={x~W~:n(~+s)=x(t)for al? sXIif x(t)~B and 
x(t)=x(t-) if x(t -)EB} 
and WC, is endowed with the Stone topology. For x E Do let 
i&)(t) = 





where 7,(t) is given by (l”3) for t < r,, and 7,(t) = qx for t 2 r,. Thus the first line in 
(2.9) is applicable except in the case qx = 00, r, c: m, and the definitions above are 
equivalent with (1 . 1 )-( 1.4). 
The point is now that g is a continuous transformation of Do into W& but h may 
be discontinuous at some points x E WE. As a typical illustration of the latter, let 
CY~E BC, pocz aB and ,& E B’, fin + PO. Define x, (!) = fin for t < 1 and x,(t) = a0 for 
tN(naO). Then x,+x0 in WE, but h(x,)(t)=x,(t)=~~~ for nal, t&l and 
h (X0)(f) = PO* 
From now on, for x E WE introduce the notation B, = h (x)(qx)( = x(qx f ) 
whichever is applicable, cf. (2.7)). A sufficient condition for h to be continuous 
at x is the following. 
The: proofs of the propositions, and thereby the theorem will be deferred to the 
next sectian. 
For sotpe applications it is necessary to allow 4 to take the value +QO. Far the 
purpose of the next theorem let 4 be a continuous function fram E to [0, +a~], 
define B as before and let A be the closed set 4-‘( + 00). For x E DE, let qX and r, be 
give!1 by (1.1) and (1.2) respectively and define 
a, .= inf {t: x(t)c A or x(t-)E A}, (2.10) 
(2.11) 
Whlen qX <a,, we define f(x)(t) by (1.3~(1.4) as before. When qX *cr, automatic- 
ally r, * pX. In this case we let 7,(t) be given by (1.3) and define f(x)(t) = x(yx(t)) for 
t < pX. For t a px we have two possibilities, either “fix” the path: f(x)(t) = cX, where 
cX == x(cX - ) if x(aX - )E A, otherwise cX = x(cX), or “kill” the path: f(x)(t) = A for 
t apX. With the first possibility we have the advantage that ME DE, and con- 
vergence to f(x) means convergence in the Stone topology. IIowever, in general f is 
only conti ntious at x when the path is “killed” at A. 
CpqlgM 3.1. Let c E (0, qx) and d E (0, 00). Therz info,,,&(&))> 0, 
i&ktsc p(x(t), H)> 0 una! ~up~)~~~~+(~(t))< ak If x(q, - )E BC, the firs2 two 
staterrtents hold with inf~~~t5~, instead of info,t,,. 
Proof, By the definition of qX, both +(x(t -)) and 4(x(t+))= +(x(t)) are positive 
for t E [0, cl. If info,,,, #(x(t)) = 0, th ere is a sequence {t& [0, c] with 
limk 4(x(tk))= 0. Since {tk} must have a convergent subsequence, and since x(t + ) 
and x(t -) exist for all t, we get a contradiction. The next two statements follow by 
the same argument, and the last by an obvious modification. 
Lemma 3.2. Let c E (0, qx) and d E (0, a). Then there is a positioe irrtegerr 
no such that infOSrsc.nano 4(b(t))>O, infOstSc.,t zno p (x, (t), B) > 0 and 
SUpOScsd,n%o 44&l(t))< O”* 
Proof. Choose E > 0 so that c +E c qx. Then infOGrGc+p &x(t))= q > 0 by Lemma 
3.1. Find S > 0 so small that 14 (4) - 4 ([)I < 477 when p (&&) < 6, 6 E E and f belongs 
to the compact closure of {x(t): 0 =S t G c + E}. (Compactness of the latter follows by 
the argument of the preceding proof.) By (2.1) and (2.2) we can find an no so that 
SU~O~~~~ I&(t)- tl <E and suposl=&x,(t), x@,(t)))< 8 for n 2 no. For n > no and 
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10~ t SC we have &,(t))at$(x(A.,,(t)))-I&(.xn(t))-~(x(A,,(t)))I dn. Again the 
rest is similar. 
Lemma S.3. We always have lim infn-+a, qn 2 qx. Under Conditioirt C3, lim,,, 
q,, = qz and lim,,, b,, = bx. 
hoof. By Lemma 3.2 lim inf,,, qn 3 c for all c < qx, which proves the first part. 
For the rest we need the following easy consequence pf (2. l), (2.2) and the triangle 
inequality: For ail E z 0 and all cohtinuity poirits lo of x( l j there is a 4 > 0 so that 
Km sup sup &l(t), x(to))s E. (3.1) 
?t-+m ~t--rfJ(e3 
In particular x,(to)+ x(t0) as n +a. Now, as a consequence of C3 and right- 
continuity, for every 6 > 0 there is a continuity point ti) of n( l j with to E [qxi qx + S j 
and x(to)E int .B. But then x,(to)~ int B for large n, SOI q,, S to C qjt + 6 for large n, 
wlii& shCWs that lim sitp,r _iioo & G qx. Itf A(& - ) = bxi n(. ) is c0ntiiiilotis tit qk+ and 
bk =xti(& k)+n(Q= bk Ery (3.1). ff k(qi -)&‘, then for iai=@ Hi {xii(t)} isboun- 
ded away f~ttt B on {t; hH (t) <: qk} by Lemftla 3: 1 and (22ji adfld eohtaitied iltl sotiie 
&tfilfiijf sthlid~i 8 = di&kbt)fhtj~d 0f bk tjltl {ri ifkzI *h,Jt)<~~ +b} fok 8 smtlii enaugh. 
Thefi, ‘sitilk% tj~ ;Y cy,$ ii, = zH(qH f j muet flc~~ily belong to thie noighbohml fat 
la&e ii. 
~OSbkM %4* Vv@ wili 9hWW thktt (M) kslde fOF a11 M =;: 0wk&BI $:‘n find 1 
are ~pllrci~!$ byh(itH) and h (8); Now 
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hn(t)<qX (3.2(ii))is possible, but p(b,,, x(h.(t)))~p(x(h,(t)), bx)+p(bx, b, )<.& for 
large n. Similarly, for qx sA,(t)<q, + S (3.2(iii)) is possible, but (3.2) is uni&mly 
small by p (x, (0, 6,) s p (x (k (O), xn (0) + P (x (An WV 6, )* 
It is left to discuss the case where x(a) is discontinuous at qx5 i.e. x(q, -)EB? 
Then we can use the argument in the proof of Lemma 3.3 to exclude (3.2(ii)) for 
large n. The rest of the proof goes through as before. 
Next we turn to the proof of Proposition 2.5. From now on we assume that 
x,&z = 1,2,. . l ) and x belong to Do defined in (2.2;, but otherwise we use the same 
notation as above. In particular (2.1) and (2.2) hold. 
Lemma 3.4. For every c E (0, qJ we have 
lim sup il’ds/~(x(sj)-l’d~f~(x.(s)i/ =O. 
n+aJ ostsc 0 0 
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immediately from Lemma 3.5. Since & = r, if qX = 00, we have onl:r left the case 
q&al, r&W, czv,. For this case let a > qx +S for some S > 0. Then 
SUP~,+~~~~~~(X,&), b,)+O and we can find no such that ~up~,-+~~~~~ 4(x,&))< 
t$(b,)+S for n 2 no. Therefore 
whenq,+S<t~aandn~no.Ifwehavea q > x+S+c(4(bx)+8), then T,‘(u)>c 
and therefore 7=*(c)< a. Note that if (b(Is,) = 0 (as when B = (6: 4(t) = 0}), then we 
can choose as a any number larger than qx. 
Proof of Proposition 2.5. We have to prove (2.3)-(2.5) for some sequence {AL}, 
and every c < &. The relation (2.3) follows easily from the first part of Lemma 3.3 
and from Lemma 3.4, since &, = r, if qx = 00 and 5y = 00 otherwise, and correspond- 
ingly 5v, =r, or +a (cf. (1.4)). 
From now on we fix c E (0, Sy) and choose a as in Lemma 3.6. For this a we will 
use (2.1) and (2.2). We first have to construct he sequence {A L}. (It will be seen that 
the construction is independent of u and c). 
Let (u,) be any monotone sequence of positive numbers with un t r,, un < G, and 
A,(7,(un))Cqx for every 12. (34 
It is possible to find such a sequence since rX(rX) = qx and by (2.1) and Lemma 3.5 
A,&,,(u))+ 7,(u) as n + 00 for every u < r,. Define for 0 G u s u,, 
which is possible by (3.4). For u > un we will extend A 5 linearly (some modification 
will be done later for the case where x( 0) is diseontinuous at qx), 
A;(u)=A;(u,))+u -u,, for U > &. W) 
Then every A i E A, and by (3.5) 
T&,(U))= A,&,(U)) for u E [o, un]. (3.7) 
Therefore, again for u E [0, u,] 
which is uniformly small for n large and u t [0, u,] n [0, c] by (2.2) and (33). . 
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Furthermore 





hn(Tn(U)) ds/c$ (x(s)) / 
TX(U) 
for u G un. 
The easiest case is when r, = cx>. Then u,, >c for yt large enough, so that (2.5) 
holds (by (3.8). Also A, (r&)) +7,(u) uniformly in u E [0, c] by Lemma 3.5 and 
(2.1), and (2.4) follows from (3.3), (3.9) and Llemma 3.1. The explosion case r, < m, 
4x = 00 is similar. Here c < &, = r, and un > c for n large enough. 
Next consider the case where r, < 00, qx < 00 and x(q, - ) = b, E B. Again there is 
no prolblem when c < r,, since we then only need the definitions for u G un. For 
u > u,, we have 
P(YnCU), Y(h:,(uj))=P[xn(7,(U)), xMMGl)+U -un>)l 
~P[&l(Cl(U)), b,l+61[X(7,(JCl(&l)+u -u?l)), &I* 
(3.10) 
Since x(t) = b, for t 2 qx and is continuous at qx and since for u 2 u,~ 
(3.11) 
the second term in (3.10) tends to zero uniformly in u. The first term also tends to 
zero uniformly for u in compact intervals, since for every E > 0, supq,-aGtGa P(Xn(t), 
b, j< I; when S is small enough and n large enough (cf. (2.2)). This, together with 
(3.8) proves (2.5). To prove (2.4), it is enough to show that the righthand side of 
(3.9) is uniformly small for n large and u 6 Unc since A(u)- u = A@,)- u,* for 
u > u,,. To this end, choose first E > 0 and then S > 0 so small that 
This is possible by (1.2) since r, < 00. For some fixed u0 < r, and n large enough 
both Y&) and A,, (Tn(u)) are larger than qX -6 for u=w~. Then IA:,(u)-U;<E for 
U(+W=i”A~ by (3.9) and (3.12), and for u < uo, AL(u)-+ u uniformly by (2.1), 
Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.4. 
It is only left to discuss the case where qx and r, are finite and x( - ) is dis- 
continuous at (lx. Then the argument around (3.11) breaks down, and we have to be 
more careful when defining A ia (u) for u > u,,. We use the inequality 
C; [Yn (u 1, Y (A X (u ))I = P [xn (711 (u >h x (~.i (A k (u >))I 
~P[x,(~~(u)), ~(~,(T~(u)))I+P~X(A~(T~(U))), x(~xf’Ak(u)))I* 
(3.13) 
The first term on the righthand side is again uniformly smal! for n large and u in 
compact intervals. The second term is zero for u G u,, and depends on A iI for u > u,,. 
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Let s,, be defined by A&,&))= qx (or s,, = r, if this ia not possible) and let 
Ab(s,)=~,. ‘By (34) we see that s,! >u,, and by (3.53, A~,(s,)~A~(u,). Let A#) be 
defined by linear interpolation Pm un 4 u -C s,, and by h;(u)= h&&t- u -sn for 
u s sn, Then X(An(Tn(U))) and n(jr,(A i(u))) are both equal to b, when u a Sn and 
both ~(3: near x(qx - ) when u,~ e IC c sne TO pale (2.4) we have to show that Sn + I: 
when n +oo, The details are left to the reader, 
On the proof of Theorem 2.7. In case (a) the: proof of Theorem 2.6 goes through as 
before, In case (b) and (c) we can modify this proof, replacing B, qx, qn etc. by A, ux, 
a,, etc, The extra hypotheses allow us to avoid the use of Lemma 3.6, which do not 
hold here. 
4. Limit theorems for random processes 
&%gain let E be a complete, separable metric space. The purely topological 
Theorem 2.6 is the basis for the following theorem of probabilistic nature. Typical 
applications are found by combining it with Theorem 1.1. 
Thorem 4.1. Let {Xn(t): n * 1) be a sequence of random processes with state spaces 
S,, c_ E and B vith paths in DE. Suppose that (X,,(t)] converges weakly in DE to some 
limit process {X(t)} with state space E, and suppose that the paths of {X(t)} satisfy 
condition C almost surely for some given nonnegative continuous function 4 on E 
and a closed set B 3 (6 E E: 4 (5) = 0). Then the sequence of processes ( f &,B (X,., j(t)) 
with f 4,s given by (1. l)-( 1.4) converges weakly in 0: to some limit process which has 
the representation (f&,*(X)(t)). If P[rx < qx = a]= 0, thp tonvergence m/ty be 
strengthened to weak convergence in DE (i.e. with the Stone tLpology). 
Proof. This is a direct application of Theorem 2.6 and the version of the continu- 
ous mapping theorem given in Lemma 2.3. By the Skorokhod representation 
theorem {X*(t)} and {X(t)} may be represented on the same probability space such 
that X, (a )+ X( l ) almost surely in DE. For every path X( . ) with qx < 00 or rx = 00, 
convergence to f&s (X)( a) in D$ is equivalent o convergence in the Stone 
topology. 
To use this theorem one has to verify that one of the Conditions Cl-C3 is 
satisfied. A typical example for which one can easily prove C3, is the following: Let 
X( 0) be I3rownian motion in E = Rk and let B be a closed set in Rk. If we assume 
that all points of B are regular for int(B) in the sense discussed e.g. in Dynkin and 
Yushkevich [7, Chapter II, 50 5-61, then C3 is immediate. In fact B can be any 
closed set such that the Brownian motion do not start at an irregular boundary 
point of B. It is a classical result from potential theory that the irregular boundary 
points form a polar set, i.e., one that is as. not hit by X( ~ ). 
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It is desirable to give some further discussion of the explosion case, When the 
probability nf explosion is nonzero, Theorem 4.1 is not particularly useful, since 
weak convergence in SE does not even imply convergence in finite-dimensional 
distributions. Consider the foilowing deterministic example: Let yn(t) = 1 /(l - t) 
fur 0~~1~l/n, y,(t)=1 for t&l--l/n and let y(t)=l/(l--t) for O<t<l, 
y(t)==gQ (or&for tH.Then y,&)-q+ ) in D$, but y,&)+ y(t) for t > 1. On the 
other hand, if we try to give a stronger topology to the image space, the continuity 
of the transformation f ceases to hold. In the example above, yn =f(x,,) and 
y=f(x), where f is given by (1.1~(1.4) with E=R’, qS(t)=c+ and B=(-QO, 0) 
and where x,&) = e’ for 0 G t < log n, x,(t) = 1 for t a log n, x(t)= e’. Obviously 
x,, 3~ in the Stone topology, but it is impossible to obtain f&)+(x) in any 
topology which concerns f(x)(t) for t larger than explosion time. 
However, by imposing relatively weak additional con&tions on the sequence 
(X,,} in Theorem 4.1, we can still prove convergence in finite-dimensional dis- 
tributions of { fb,~(X~)}. 
Condition Il. For the case where P[rx < qx = oo]> 0 and {Xn (t)} converges weakly 
in L& to {X(t)}, suppose that 
lim P[X,(t)E K] = 0 
t,n+m 
(4.1) 
for all compact sets K c E. 
Theorem 4,2. If Condition D is satisfied in addition to the conditions of Theorem 4.1 
and if {f&,B(X)(t)‘$ has no fixed discontinuities, then as n + 00 the finite-dimensional 
distributions of (fb,B (Xn )(t)) converge to the (possibly defective) finite -dimensional 
distributions of (f&&X)(t)). 
Proof. To avoid notational mess, we will only prove convergence of l-dimensional 
distributions. Let Yn(t) = fd,B(Xn)(t), Y(t) = fbB(X)(t) and let $ be a continuous . 
real function on E with compact support K. We have to prove 
lim E#( Ya(u)) = E#( Y(u)) (4.2) 
n-+W 
for every u :* 0. The conclusion is independent of the representation of the pro- 
cesses. Since .& is a complete, separable metric space, we can by the Skorokhod 
representation theorem define Xn((ti, t) and X(w, t) on one and the same pro- 
bability space (0, &, P) in such a way that Xn (w, l ) --* X(w, l ) in DE for every o E a. 
If o is such that q&d)= a, then Yn( l , w) converges to Y( l , o) in the Skorokhod 
topology on D’EIO, a] for every a c rx(w) by Theorem 2.6. Therefore, for any fixed 
200, 
lim E(S(Yn(u)); u <rx, qx =a’)=E(llr(W));u<rx,qx=oo). 
n-+oo 
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Similarly 
lim WWidu)); qx <~o)=E(+(Y(u)j;q~<~soj, 
n-m 
If u ZV~(W) and qx(w)= 00, then by definition Y(u, w)= d and $( Y(u, w)) = 0 
(see (1.4)). By Lemma 3.3 qn(w ) + 00, (Here qn, r,, G correspond to Iyn as qx, rx, 7x 
to X.) By Lemma 3.5 and the monotonicity of rn, for every do< rx(o), 
lim inf 
n+ob 
??a (4 ti+ lim inf 
n+ao 
rn (uo, 
and since r&x) = qy = CQ therefore 
Thuseither Yn(u,w)=A or Yn(u,w)=X,,(r,Ju,~),~)with7,(U,~)+~asn+~. 
By (4.1), and since a.s. convergence of T&I, 0) implies convergence in distribution 
lim P[Y,(u)EK,u3rX,qx=Oo]=O. 
n+do 
Finally, by Lebesgue’s dominated cQ?nvergence theorem for convergence in pro- 
bability 
lim E($(Yn(u)); u arx,qx=~~)=E(+(Y(u)); u ~rx,qx=s~)=O. 
n-a0 
Thus (4.2) holds. 
&mark 4.3. If 4(e) = +OO on some set A, if paths are killed when hitting A, if 
(4.J) holds for all compacts K c E -A, and if {f(X)(t)} has no fixed discontinuities, 
then again {f (Xn)( t)} converges to {f(X)(t)} in finite dimensional distributions as 
{XX] converges weakly in DE to X. (We assume again that X satisfies Condition C 
a.s.) The above proof works with the same translations as in the proof of Theorem 
2.7. 
5. Markov processes and the Feller property 
In this section let i< - {X(t)} be a homogeneous, strong Markov process with 
state space (E, S?), where E is a complete, separable metric space and B is its 
a-algebra of Bore1 sets. Let the transition fumzticln of X be P,(& U ) for t 2 0,s E E, 
U E 93. We will assume that X is uniformly stochastically continuous in the sense 
that for all E :>O 
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where VE(t)={c E E: p(& &‘)a E}. Then (e.g. by [21], Theorem 2.3) we may 
without loss of generality assume that the sample paths of X are right-continuous 
with lefthand limits everywhere, i.e. belong to DE. We assume that X is a conser- 
vative process, although this requirement may be relaxed. 
Let 4 be a continuous function from E into [0, a], B be a closed set containing 
&-l(O) and A = c#Y’(+a). Let f=J” ,$,B be given by (1. Q-(1.4) in case A is empty 
and in one of the two ways discussed in connection with Theorem 2.7 when A is 
nonempty. Let Y = {Y(r)}, where Y(P) = f(X)(t). Using the arguments in Volkon- 
skii [23], suitably modified to allow %or finite lifetime, we can show that Y is again a 
homogeneous strong Markov process. In general the process is non-conservative, 
and the sample paths belong to 0:. 
In addition we will assume that X is a Feller process, that is for every real, 
bounded, continuous function 9 on E ;and every t > 0 
is a continuous function of 6. In [17] Lamperti found conditions under which Y is 
also a Feller process. The following theorem extends some of Lamperti’s results. 
Further extensions are possible; in particular (5.1) may be relaxed somewhat. 
Theorem 5.1. Let N be a subset of E such that A c N c E, and for all 5 E E-N the 
following hold a.s. [P’]: The paths of Xsa tisfy Condition C and the paths of Y do not 
hit N. Furthermore P’[rx < qx = 001 = 0 fipr all 5 E E - N. Then Y is a Feller process 
on E-N. 
Proof. Choose 6~. E-N, & E E-N, & + 5. Let ’ (P)} be started at 6 and let 
X, = {Xn(t)} be copies of the same process starteti ;, &. The proof will be complete 
if we can show that for every such choice and f, A every fixed t > 0 
f (Xn)(t) *f (X)(t)* (5.3) 
(As usual + denotes weak convergence). By the Feller property, Xn +X in finite- 
dimensional distributions. Now (5.1) is suflFicient for the tightness-condition in [ 2 1, 
Theorem 3.21 to apply, so that Xn +X (in DE). 
Let P be the measure on DE induced by X and fit I > 0. By [S, Theorem 6.71 and 
by (5.1) X is quasileftcontinuous, from which we easily deduce that the mapping 
s + f(x)(s) is continuous at s = 4’ a.s. [iTi]. If .f(x)( l ) is continuous at t, the projection 
from DE to E given by y + y(t) is continuous at y = f(x). Thus (5.3) will follow from 
the continuous mapping theorem if we can show that f is continuous a.s. [PI, and by 
our assumptions this follows directly from Theorem 2.7(a) (with N replacing A). 
Remark 5.2. We have nowhere assumed the state space E to be locally compact. 
That it is a complete, separable metric spbace is assumed (at least implicitly) in 
Lamperti’s paper too. 
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Remark 5.3. Lamperti’s condition given by [ 17, eq. (4.3)] is somewhat weaker than 
our Condition G3. This is a reflection of the fact that our main results are formu- 
lated in a way which also covers non-Markov processes, 
Remwk 5.4. Assume thalt E is locally compact, noncompact and let Co be the 
space of continuous functions that vanish at infinity. For the explosion case and for 
the case where Y is killed when hitting A, we can easily give conditions under 
which the semigroup corresponding to Y leaves Co invariant. Theorem 2.7(b), 
Theorem 4.2 and Remark 4.3 are applied. 
Remark 5.5. Similarly we can deduce analogues of [l7, Theorem 41 from our 
Theorem 2.7(c). 
6. Convergence of a sequence of Markov branching psrocesses 
In [IS] Lamperti defined the continuous tate space branching (C.B.) processes 
as the class of Markov processes on (0, CQ) (with Bore1 o-algebra) whose transition 
function P&, * ) is non-trivial, jointly measurable in 5 and t and satisfies the 
branching property 
for all t, & f 3 0. (Here * denotes convolution). 
Lamperti showed that the class of C.B. processes coincides with the class of 
possible limit processes for a skzquence of the type 
where (Z(kn)}, isa sequence of Galton-Watson processes started at Xv’ = c,, arid it 
is assumed that cle + + 00. In [12] Grimvall showed that the sequence (6.2) con- 
verges to a particular limit process {Y(t)} (necessarily ofCl% type) if and only if the 
row sums of a certain triangular array of independent random variables converse to 
a corresponding infinitely divisible distribution. To achieve this result Grimvall 
used rathler elaborate manipulations ofgenerating functions. 
The purpose of this section is to derive analogues of Grimvall’s results for a 
seqwwz of continuows time Markov branching processes. ‘For the case where the 
offspring distributions have finite means with upper limit less than or equal to one, 
and where the A, below do not depend on 12, the result in [ 121 may be derived from 
Theorem 6.1 below and vice versa. using another esult of Grimvall [? II], stating 
that the limiting behavior of a sequence of Bellman-Harris processes depends on 
the life-length distribution only through its mean, 
fnstead of (6.2) let UF qwrite 
(6.3 
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where for each n, (Z!“‘} is a Markov branching process with offspring distribution 
(p(kn’:k=O,2,3,...) d p an ex onentially distributed lifetime with mean l/An. Let 
Zg’ = cn and assume that cn + 00 as n + 00. It is easy to see that [ 15, Theorem l] 
carries over to this situation, so that if the sequence defined by (6.3) converges in 
finite-dimensional distributions (or even in one-dimensional distributions) to some 
non-trivial limit process Y = {Y(t)}, then Y must be a C.B. process. 
The point 1s now that 
K -_f(Xn), (6.4) 
where f is given by (l.l)-(1.4) with E = R’, 4(r)= 6’ = max (6, 8) and B = (--00,0]. 
IIere X, is a compound Poisson process started at Xn(0) = c,Jb, and 
Eb-pi - u (X (s + 0 - Xn WNI = expixnt(lLn (u)- I)), (63 
where x,, = r&b,, and 
&,(u)= f p(kn)exp{-ub,‘(k-1)). 
k=O 
(6*6) 
This representation follows directly from Theorem 1.1 and well-known properties 
of the Markov branching processes. A reverse representation theorem-a special 
case of which is given in [ 1, Theorem 1, p. 126]-also follows from our Theorem 
1.1. 
For formulation of the next theorem let pee, be the measure on R’ with charac- 
teristic function &(u), i.e. with mass p(kn) concentrated on the points (k - l)/bn 
(k = 0,2,3, . . J. Let p be an infinitely divisible probability measure on R’ with 
positive spectral part, i.e., 
J 
a3 ev{ - uSMW = ~XP{ - 9(u )l 
-03 
where 
~(u)=cw---$pu*+ (l-e~“H-~~)~(de)+ J (1-e-“*)v(de) (0.11 J (1.~1 
for u real; here ~(1, cy)) and ~~o,l+92v(dB) are finite, (x is real and 0 2 0. 
For the sequence of processes {Y,.,(r)} given in (6.3) to converge to a limit, it is 
necessary that c,,/b,, converges \to some positive limit y. (Put t = 0.) This will be 
assumed in the follovGng. Let x = (X(t)) be the spectrally positive Levy process 
started at X(O)= y and with exponent e(u) given by (6.8), i.e. 
E(exp{ - u(..X(s + t)- X(s)))) = exp{ - t!l/(u)). (6.9) 
Let Y = { Y(t)} be given by Y == f(X), with the same .f as in (6.4). Note that 
explosion may occur, For E =i: R’ we write D 11 DE and D”” = D& 
Theorem 6.1, The following statements um equivalent: 
(a) (t.~,,f&~ *p, where k, = [nhnb,J 
(b) X,, = {XJt)} converges in finite-dimensional dktributions to X = (X(t)). 
(c) Xn *Xin D, 
(d) Ye = { Ym(t)} converges in finite =dimensional distributions to Y = { Y(t)}. 
(e) Yn converges in finite-dinaensional distributions to Y, and if Y is non -explosive . 
then also Yj, + Yin D. 
Corollary 6.2. Necessary and suficient conditions for the sequence { Yn} in (6.3) to 
converge weakly in the Stone topok)gy to a diffusion process Y started at Y(0) = y and 
with generator 
are the following: 
(i) 4 b, + 7. 
(ii) For all E > 0, n&b,, xkr ‘&,, p(kn) + 0. 
(iii) For all E > 0, n&&-II =eb, (k - l)pr’ + a. 
(iv) For all E > 0, nA,b,‘&-~~~eb,,(k - Q2p’k”’ + fl- 
Proof. This hollows from Theorem 6.1(a) and standard theorems on convergence 
of row sums of triangular arrays to a normal limit (e.g. [ 10, Theorem 2, p. 1281). 
Note that if the limits in (iii) and (iv) hold for one E > 0, they hold for all E > 0 
by (ii). 
To prove Theorem 6.1 we need the following 
kmma 6.3. Let {Xn (t)} be a sequence of L&y processes converging in finite- 
dimensional distributions to a nondegenerate Lk5y process (&(t)). Then for all a > 0 
lim P[ IXn (t)l s a] = 0. 
?lJ+ao 
(6.10) 
Proof, Assume without loss of generality that Xn(0) = 0, and let G.&F)= 
P[X,(t)s&]; exp(-t&(u)}=E exp{iuX,(t)) for n 20. Then 






6 A--' r-2(1 - coWa )) dG&) 
--a 
a-1 s 
5~ (2A)-’ .I I s+) ;=-s exp{ - t&,(u)} du ds, 
97 
whare A 5 infl+Q t-“(l- cos(t/a))> 0, The last inequality follows from 
I 
CG 
eiU’ dG,&) du = 2&-’ sin(@) dG&). 
-CO 
From we&known properties of characteristic functions [9, p, 5011, there is a 
number h > 0 such that 
IE e' ‘“x~‘1’I=exp{-Re90(uj}< 1 forO<lull<A. 
Without loss of generality we may suppose that a > II-‘, i.e. a -I K A. Then for all 
a” < 0 there is a positive integer no and a c E (0,l) such that 
exp{-Re&,(u)}Gc for nano, s++Q-’ 
(since & + do uniformly on compact sets). For n a no we have 
P[IX,(t)l 3~ a] aT2A)-’ Ia-’ (6 + (s - 6)c’) ds s (2Aa)--‘(S + c’/2a), 
0 
from which (6.10) follows, since S is arbitrary. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. (a) and (b) are equivalent: It is easy to see that $,,(u)&n + 
e-“‘“I if and only if k,&(u)- l)+ -4(u), i.e. if and only if X&&(U)- l)+ -IL(u), 
since X,Jk, + 1. (Instead of Laplace transforms, we may also use the corresponding 
characteristic functions and refer to the elementary lemma in Feller 19, p. 5551.) 
Thus (a) is equivalent to convergence in one-dimensional distribution in (b), which 
implies finite-dimentional convergence, since all processes have stationary, 
independent increments. 
(b) implies (c): By Skorokhod [20, Theorem 2.71, convergence in finite-dimen- 
sional distributions of L&y processes implies weak convergence in D[O, i], 
similarly in D[O, r] for every r > 0, and therefore in D = D[O, 00). 
(c) implies (e): We will first show that Y, =+ Y in D*. This is immediate from 
Theorem 4.1 if we can show that the process X satisfies Condition C a.s. Two cases 
can occur. Either X is a subordinator (has a.s. non-decreasing paths) in which case 
4x = + 00 a.s., or qx < + 00 with positive probability, X(qx) = 0 a.s. when qx < 
+OO, and qx is a stopping time for the process. Thus X(qx + t), conditioaled on 
qx c + 00, has the same distribution as X(t)- X(0). In this latter case, when X is 
not a subordinator, it either has negative drift ac -1 (o,l] Bv(d0) (see (6.8)) or its paths 
are a.s. of unbounded variation in every compact interval &o,ll Bv(d6) = +a or 
p > 0 or both). Then it is easy to see that a.s. there are arbitrarily small t’s with 
X(r)-X(O)< 0. Thus when qx < +OO, there are t’s arbitrarily close to 4% with 
t :e qx and X(t)< 0, and hence either Condition Cl or Condition C3 is satisfied a-s. 
To prove convergence of finite-dimensional distributions in the explosion case, 
we use Theorem 4.2. That Condition D is satisfied is immediate from Lemma 6.3. 
(e) implies (d): Trivial. 
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(d) implZks (b): The Kolmogorov forward equation for the pracess Y, defined in 
(6.3) gives 
$ E(e-“yn”‘) = &b, (Q&,(U) - l)E ( Y,,(t) e-uyn’rS)u 
Thus for all u r 0 
lim x&&)- l)= lim{E(e-“Y”“‘-e-“~n’O’ 
n-*a, n-m 
)}{ /‘E(Y,,(s) e-uym(s’) ds]*’ 
0 
(6.11) 
say, We note that d(u)+ 0 as u + 0, even in the explosion ease, when P[ Y(t) = + 
Qo]rU. ThUS by (6.S), {Xn(t)} converges in distribution to a nondegenerate limit. 
Necessarily the limit process must have stationary, independent increments, and by 
the first part of the proof it is identified with {X(t)}. 
Qnce Theorem 6.1 is established, we can re-derive several previous results about 
C.B.-processes from it. For instance, it is immediate that every limit process that 
occur in (dh and (e) has a representation of the form Y = f(X), where X is a 
spectrally positive Levy process and f is as in (6.4). This is just the representation 
for C.B.-processes given by Lamperti n [16]. Also, we can derive from (6.11) the 
differential equation (cf. [4, (1. lo)] or [ 11, Theorem 3.1(b)]) connecting the 
Laplace transform of the distribution of Y with the function # in (6.7)-(6.9). 
.As another application of Theorem 2.6, we mention that it allows us to transform 
central imit type theorems into general theorems about convergence of random 
processes to diffusion processes [13]. The condition for convergence found in this 
way can be shown to be minimal in a certain sense, and the theorems apply to any 
selquence ofprocesses with paths in D. 
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